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A COMPACTIFICATION OF OPEN VARIETIES

YI HU

Abstract. In this paper we prove a general method to compactify certain
open varieties by adding normal crossing divisors. This is done by showing
that blowing up along an arrangement of subvarieties can be carried out. Im-
portant examples such as Ulyanov’s configuration spaces and complements
of arrangements of linear subspaces in projective spaces, etc., are covered.
Intersection ring and (nonrecursive) Hodge polynomials are computed. Fur-
thermore, some general structures arising from the blowup process are also
described and studied.

1. Introduction and the main theorems

Throughout the paper, the base field is assumed to be algebraically closed.
Let S be a partially ordered set (poset). The rank of s ∈ S is the maximum of

the lengths of all the chains that end up at s. A minimal element is of rank 0. The
rank of S is the maximum of the lengths of all chains. Let S≤r be the subposet
of elements of rank ≤ r. All posets in this paper are partially ordered by inclusion
unless otherwise stated.

Two smooth closed subvarieties U and V of a smooth variety W are said to
intersect cleanly if the scheme-theoretic intersection U∩V is smooth and T (U∩V ) =
T (U) ∩ T (V ) for their tangent spaces.

Theorem 1.1. Let X0 be an open subset of a nonsingular algebraic variety X.
Assume that X \ X0 can be decomposed as a union

⋃
i∈I Di of closed irreducible

subvarieties such that
(1) Di is smooth;
(2) Di and Dj meet cleanly;
(3) Di ∩Dj = ∅ or a disjoint union of Dl.

The set D = {Di}i is then a poset. Let k be the rank of D. Then there is a sequence
of well-defined blowups

BlDX → BlD≤k−1 X → . . .→ BlD≤0 X → X

where BlD≤0 X → X is the blowup of X along Di of rank 0, and, inductively,
BlD≤r X → BlD≤r−1 X is the blowup of BlDr−1 X along the proper transforms of
Dj of rank r, such that

(1) BlDX is smooth;
(2) BlDX \X0 =

⋃
i∈I D̃i is a divisor with normal crossings;
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(3) D̃i1 ∩ . . . ∩ D̃in is nonempty if and only if Di1 . . . Din form a chain in the
poset D. Consequently, D̃i and D̃j meet if and only if Di and Dj are
comparable.

Definition 1.2. The set D is called an arrangement of smooth subvarieties. BlDX
is referred to as the blowup of X along the arrangement D of subvarieties. When
condition (3) of Theorem 1.1 is replaced by:

(3′) Di ∩Dj = ∅ or Dl for some l,
then D is called a simple arrangement of smooth subvarieties.

This work naturally extends the previous works of Fulton-MacPherson ([1]),
MacPherson-Procesi ([6]) and Ulyanov ([7]). Our main theorem was especially
inspired by Ulyanov’s paper ([7]).

Any collection of (affine) linear subspaces {Hi} in Pn (or Cn) induces a simple
arrangement of smooth subvarieties by taking all possible nonempty intersections
(subspace arrangement). Theorem 1.1 applies to such a situation. A smooth curve
of higher degree and a general line in P2 ⊂ Pn (n > 2) necessarily meet in several
distinct points. Hence it is useful to include as well nonsimple arrangements of
subvarieties.

More sophisticated and important examples are needed to situate Theorem 1.1
in particular cases, followed by stating certain general structures arising from the
construction of the blowup BlDX .

• Configuration spaces. Consider Xn. Let ∆ij be the subset of all points whose i-th
and j-th coordinates coincide. Let ∆ be the set of all possible intersections of ∆ij .
∆ satisfies the arrangement conditions. We will call ∆ the diagonal arrangement.

Corollary 1.3 (Ulyanov [7]). Bl∆(Xn) is a symmetric1 smooth projective com-
pactification of Xn \

⋃
∆ by adding smooth divisors with normal crossings.

Ulyanov also proved that X〈n〉 := Bl∆(Xn) dominates X [n], the Fulton-
MacPherson configuration space ([1]). X [n] is not an instance of blowups along
arrangement of subvarieties (cf. Definition 1.2).

• Space of holomorphic maps. Let Nd(Pn) be the space of (n+1)-tuples (f0, . . . , fn)
modulo homothety where fi are homogeneous polynomials of degree d in two vari-
ables and N0

d (Pn) is the open subset such that f0, . . . , fn have no common zeros.
N0
d (Pn) is naturally identified with the spaceM0

d (Pn) of holomorphic maps of degree
d from P1 to Pn.

For any integer 0 ≤ d0 ≤ d and an arbitrary partition τ =
∑
j dj of d− d0, let

Nd0,τ := {[σ0

∏
j>0

(ajw0 − bjw1)dj . . . σn
∏
j>0

(ajw0 − bjw1)dj ]} ⊂ Nd

where σj are homogeneous polynomials of degree d0 and {[aj, bj ]}j are unordered
points in P1.

The collection N = {Nπ,d0} is however not an arrangement of smooth subvari-
eties in Nd, thanks to an important observation by Sean Keel who saved me from
embarrassment. For, some strata Nπ,d0 may have singularities along lower strata.
But the minimal ones are smooth so that the first step of the iterated blowups can
be carried out. The hope is that after the first step, the singularieties of the strata

1That is, Σn = Aut{1, . . . , n} acts on it.
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on the second level are resolved and get separated so that the next step of the
iterated blowups can also be carried out. It calls for further investigation to see if
the process can indeed be executed step by step to obtain a good compactification
BlN Nd(Pn) of the space N0

d (Pn) of holomorphic maps.

• GIT. Theorem 1.1 coupled with a compatible group action yields an instance
of Theorem 1.1 in Geometric Invariant Theory. Roughly, it says that blowing up
along an arrangement descends to blowing up of any GIT quotient along an induced
arrangement. As a particular case, we recover Kirwan’s partial desingularization of
singular GIT quotients. See Corollary 7.3 in §7.

We now return to the general situation.

• Proper transforms and exceptional divisors. Of useful computational value is that
in each stage of the blowups, BlD≤r X → X , the proper transforms of Di and excep-
tional divisors are special instances of Theorem 1.1 and all are concisely described
using posets induced from D.

Theorem 1.4 (Proper transforms). Let Dr+1 be the set of proper transforms in
BlD≤r X of Di of rank ≥ r + 1. Then

(1)

Dr+1 = {Bl(D<Di )≤r Di : rank(Di) ≥ r + 1}
where D<Di denotes the subposet of the elements less than Di, and

Dr+1
≤0 = {Bl(D<Di )≤r Di : rank(Di) = r + 1};

(2) Dr+1 is an arrangement of smooth subvarieties in BlD≤r X.

Corollary 1.5. With the above notations, BlDX can be expressed as iterated
blowups along (explicit) disjoint centers.

BlDX = BlDk≤0
BlDk−1

≤0
. . .BlD1

≤0
BlD≤0 X.

Corollary 1.6. The intermediate blowup

BlD≤r X → X

is an instance of the theorem when the arrangement of subvarieties is the sub-
arrangement D≤r. In particular,

BlD≤r X = BlDr≤0
BlDr−1

≤0
. . .BlD1

≤0
BlD≤0 X.

Theorem 1.7 (Exceptional divisors). Let Er+1 be the set of all the exceptional
divisors of BlD≤r X → X. Then Er+1 consists of

(1) for each Di of rank r,

Er+1
i = P(NDri /BlD≤r−1X

),

which are also exceptional divisors of the blowup BlD≤r X → BlD≤r−1 X,
where BlD≤−1 X := X;

(2) for each Di of rank m < r,

Er+1
i = Bl{Dm+1

j ∩Em+1
i :Dj>Di}≤r−m E

m+1
i .

Note that by (1), Em+1
i = P(NDmi /BlD≤m−1 X

).
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The expression of Er+1
i relies on the proper transform Dm

i and is the blowup
of P(NDmi /BlD≤m−1 X

) along an induced arrangement of smooth subvarieties. Some
topological calculations on NDmi /BlD≤m−1 X

can be reduced to NDl/X for Dl ≤ Di

(e.g., §4).

• Intersection rings. An embedding U ↪→ W is called a Lefschetz embedding if
the restriction map A•(W ) → A•(U) is surjective. Let JU/W be the kernel of
A•(W ) → A•(U) and let PU/W be a Chern polynomial for the normal bundle
NU/W (§4).

A simple arrangement D is called regular if for any Dl < Di there is Dj > Dl

such that Dl = Di ∩Dj . That is, any Dl is an intersection of maximal Di. All the
previously mentioned examples are regular.

Theorem 1.8. Let D be a regular simple arrangement of subvarieties. Assume
that all inclusions Di ⊂ Dj and Di ⊂ X are Lefschetz embeddings. Then the Chow
ring A•(BlDX) is isomorphic to the polynomial ring

A•(X)[T1, . . . , TN ]/I

where Ti corresponds to2 Di and I is the ideal generated by
(1) Ti · Tj for incomparable Di and Dj;
(2) JDi/X · Ti for all i;
(3) PDi/X(−

∑
Dj≤Di Tj) for all i.

This theorem can be directly applied to the intermediate stage BlD≤r X by Corol-
lary 1.6, to the proper transforms Dr

i by Theorem 1.4, and to the exceptional
divisors by Theorem 1.7.

• Hodge and Poincaré polynomials. The concise presentations of BlDX , the inter-
mediate stage BlD≤r X and the proper transform Dr

i of Di in every stage allow one
to derive a concise nonrecursive formula for the Hodge (Poincaré) polynomial of
BlDX .

Let e(W ) (P(W )) be the Hodge (Poincaré) polynomial in two (resp. one) vari-
ables u and v (resp. t) of a smooth projective variety W .

Theorem 1.9.

e(BlDX) = e(X) +
∑

Di1 < . . . < Dir+1
Dir+1 := X

e(Di1)
r∏
j=1

(uv)dimDij+1−dimDij − uv
uv − 1

.

P(BlDX) = P(X) +
∑

Di1 < . . . < Dir+1
Dir+1 := X

P(Di1)
r∏
j=1

t2 dimDij+1−2 dimDij − t2
t2 − 1

.

This formula immediately applies to the intermediate stage BlD≤r X , the proper
transform Dr

i and the exceptional divisor Eri .
Consider X〈n〉. The index set of the diagonal arrangement ∆ is the set of all

partitions π of [n] = {1, . . . , n} except the largest trivial partition 1[n] = 1∪ . . .∪n.
The subvariety ∆π ⊂ ∆ is the set of all points, any two of whose coordinates

2 More precisely and geometrically, Ti corresponds to the exceptional divisor Er+1
i , where

r = rank(Di). See the proof in §4. See also Theorem 1.7 (1) for the description of Er+1
i .
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coincide whenever their indexes belong to the same block of π. Let ρ(π) be the
number of blocks of π. Then ∆π

∼= Xρ(π).

Corollary 1.10.

e(X〈n〉) = e(X)n +
∑

πi1 < . . . < πir+1
πir+1 := 1[n]

e(X)ρ(πi1 )
r∏
j=1

(uv)dimX(ρ(πij+1 )−ρ(πij )) − uv
uv − 1

.

P(X〈n〉) = P(X)n +
∑

πi1 < . . . < πir+1
πir+1 := 1[n]

P(X)ρ(πi1 )
r∏
j=1

(t2)dimX(ρ(πij+1 )−ρ(πij )) − t2
t2 − 1

.

Corollary 1.11. Let H = {Hi} be an arrangement of linear subspaces of Pn. Then

e(BlH Pn) =
1
uv

∑
Hi0 < Hi1 < . . . < Hir+1
∅ := Hi0 , Hir+1 := X

r∏
j=0

(uv)dimHij+1−dimHij − uv
uv − 1

,

P(BlH Pn) =
1
t2

∑
Hi0 < Hi1 < . . . < Hir+1
∅ := Hi0 , Hir+1 := X

r∏
j=0

t2 dimHij+1−2 dimHij − t2
t2 − 1

,

where dim ∅ = −2.

Take n+2 points of Pn in general linear position. They span
(
n+2

2

)
hyperplanes.

LetHn be the induced simple arrangement. Then BlHn Pn is isomorphic to M0,n+3.
This example is due to Kapranov. The index set of Hn is the set of all subsets S
of [n+ 2] such that 1 ≤ |S| ≤ n.

Corollary 1.12.

e(M0,n+3) =
1
uv

∑
Si0 < Si1 < . . . < Sir < Sir+1
∅ := Si0 , |Sir+1 | := n+ 1

r∏
j=0

(uv)|Sij+1 |−|Sij | − uv
uv − 1

,

P(M 0,n+3) =
1
t2

∑
Si0 < Si1 < . . . < Sir < Sir+1
∅ := Si0 , |Sir+1 | := n + 1

r∏
j=0

t2|Sij+1 |−2|Sij | − t2
t2 − 1

,

where |∅| = −1.

Keel computed these numbers, and furthermore he also computed the intersec-
tion ring ([4]).

Corollary 1.13. Let H = {Hi} be an arrangement of linear subspaces of Cn. Then

e(BlHCn) = 1 +
1
uv

∑
Hi1 < . . . < Hir < Hir+1

Hir+1 := Cn

r∏
j=1

(uv)dimHij+1−dimHij − uv
uv − 1

.

P(BlH Cn) = 1 +
1
t2

∑
Hi1 < . . . < Hir < Hir+1

Hir+1 := Cn

r∏
j=1

t2 dimHij+1−2 dimHij − t2
t2 − 1

.
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Finally, it needs to be pointed out that the general procedure of blowing up
along arrangements can be extended to some singular cases as well. This may be
necessary in certain applications (see §§6 and 7).

The paper is structured as follows. §2 provides proofs of the statements in this
introduction on the structures of the blowup along arrangement BlDX , the excep-
tional divisors Eri and proper transforms Dr

i of Di. Some corollaries to the proofs
are also drawn. §3 gives an alternative construction of BlDX as the closure of the
open subset. §4 proves the statement on the intersection ring of BlDX . §5 proves
the formulas for Hodge and Poincaré polynomials as stated in this introduction. §6
is devoted to the spaces of holomorphic maps. §7 treats blowups of GIT quotients
along induced arrangements.

I learned from Professor Fulton that Dylan Thurston (while still an undergrad-
uate at Harvard) noticed several years ago that X [n] could be constructed by a
sequence of symmetric blowups – but one has to blow up along ideal sheaves. The
point is that one can blow up along two smooth subvarieties that meet excessively
in a smooth subvariety without first blowing up the small variety.

I wonder if X [n] is the minimal symmetric compactification of the configuration
space Xn\

⋃
∆ by adding normal crossing divisors. I thank Fulton and MacPherson

for their powerful original inspiring work [1]. This paper is dedicated to them.

2. Proof of Theorems 1.1, 1.4, and 1.7

Lemma 2.1. Let U and V be two smooth closed subvarieties of a smooth variety
W that intersect cleanly. Then

(1) the proper transforms of U and V in BlU∩V W are disjoint;
(2) the proper transform of V in BlU W is isomorphic to BlU∩V V ;
(3) if Z is a smooth subvariety of U ∩ V , then the proper transforms of U and

V in BlZW intersect cleanly.

Proof. All follow from standard arguments. �

Lemma 2.2 (Flag Blowup Lemma; [1] and [7]). Let V 1
0 ⊂ V 2

0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ V s0 ⊂W be
a flag of smooth subvarieties in a smooth algebraic variety W0. For k = 1, . . . , s,
define inductively: Wk is the blowup of Wk−1 along V kk−1; V kk is the exceptional
divisor in Wk; and V ik , k 6= i, is the proper transform of V ik−1 in Wk. Then the
preimage of V s0 in the resulting variety Ws is a normal crossing divisor V 1

s ∪. . .∪V ss .

Proof. See [7]. �

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Without the awkward but routine verification of the induc-
tive proof, the construction goes quite transparently by the clarification as follows.

First, BlD≤0 X → X is the blow up of X along the disjoint smooth subvarieties
of Di of rank 0.

Let D1
j be the proper transform of Dj of rank ≥ 1. By Lemma 2.1 (1), the

proper transforms D1
j of Dj of rank 1 are disjoint in BlD≤0 X . By Lemma 2.1 (2)

and (3), all D1
j are smooth and intersect cleanly (or trivially). If Di ∩Dj =

∐
lDl,

then D1
i ∩D1

j =
∐

rank(Dl)>0D
1
l . Otherwise, D1

i ∩D1
j = ∅. This shows that

D1 = {D1
j = BlD<Dj Dj : rank(Dj) ≥ 1}
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is an arrangement of subvarieties in BlD≤0 X . Moreover,

D1
≤0 = {D1

j = BlD<Dj Dj : rank(Dj) = 1}.

This makes the next step possible, which is essentially a repetition of the first step:

BlD≤1 X = BlD1
≤0

(BlD≤0 X)→ BlD≤0 X.

Note that rank(D1) = rank(D)− 1.
Let D2 be the proper transform of Dj in BlD≤1 X of rank ≥ 2. The same

reasoning as above shows that

D2 = {D1
j = Bl(D<Dj )≤1 Dj : rank(Dj) ≥ 2}

is an arrangement of smooth subvarieties and

D2
≤0 = {D1

j = Bl(D<Dj )≤1 Dj : rank(Dj) = 2}.

Blowing up subvarieties in D2
≤0, we obtain

BlD≤2 X = BlD2
≤0

(BlD≤1 X)→ BlD≤1 X.

Note that rank(D2) = rank(D1)− 1 = rank(D)− 2.
The above can be repeated until the subvarieties in the rank 0 poset Dk are

blown up. That is, the resulting variety from the last step is the iterated blowup
along smooth disjoint centers

BlDX = BlDk≤0
BlDk−1

≤0
. . .BlD1

≤0
BlD≤0 X.

Statement (1) follows from this description.
If Di ∩Dj 6= ∅, Di, Dj , that is, Di and Dj are incomparable, by Lemma 2.1 (1),

their proper transforms become disjoint at the stage

BlD≤r X → X

for r = max{rank(Dl) : Dl ⊂ Di ∩Dj}. Hence D̃i1 ∩ . . . ∩ D̃in is nonempty if and
only if Di1 , . . . , Din form a chain in the poset D. This proves statement (3).

Statement (2) then follows directly from the Flag Blowup Lemma. Here one
needs to observe that for any maximal chain Di1 < . . . < Din , by the above proof
of (3), blowing up the proper transform of any Dj which is not in the chain is
irrelevant to the intersection D̃i1 ∩ . . . ∩ D̃in . Hence the Flag Blowup Lemma
applies. �

We now draw an easy consequence. Let γ be a chain

Di1 < . . . < Din

and let Sγ be the intersection D̃i1 ∩ . . . ∩ D̃in . Set

S0
γ := Sγ \

⋃
γ′⊃γ

Sγ′ .

We allow γ = ∅ and define S∅ := X ; hence S0
∅ = X0. Then the normal crossing

property implies that

Corollary 2.3.
⋃
γ S

0
γ is a Whitney stratification of BlDX by locally closed smooth

subvarieties.
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. (1) and (2) will be proved simultaneously by using induction
on r.

When r = 0 (the case for D1), the proof is contained in the proof of Theorem
1.1.

Assume that statements (1) and (2) are valid for Dr.
Consider the blowup BlDr≤0

(BlD≤r−1 X)→ BlD≤r−1 X . Dr+1 is the set of proper
transforms Dr+1

i of Dr
i = Bl(D<Di )≤r−1 Di ∈ Dr for Di of rank ≥ r + 1. Hence

Dr+1
i = Bl{Drj :Dj<Di, rank(Dj)=r}Bl(D<Di )≤r−1 Di = Bl(D<Di )≤r Di.

The reasoning in the proof of Theorem 1.3 forD1 to be an arrangement of smooth
subvarieties can be applied to the blowup

BlDr≤0
(BlD≤r−1 X)→ BlD≤r−1 X

to yield the same statement for Dr+1.
This completes the proof. �

Specializing to the diagonal arrangement of Xn, we draw a sample consequence.
Let π be a nontrivial partition of [n]. Then we have

Corollary 2.4. The proper transform ∆ρ(π)−1
π

∼= X〈ρ(π)〉.

Proofs of Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6. Corollary 1.5 is contained in the proof of The-
orem 1.1. (This corollary does not logically depend on Theorem 1.4 but depends
on the notations introduced there. To keep the introduction coherent, we put the
statement after Theorem 1.4.)

Corollary 1.6 follows from essentially the same reason. �

Proof of Theorem 1.7. (1) and (2) will be proved simultaneously by using induction
on r.

When r = 0 (the case for E1), consider the blowup BlD≤0 X → X ; the statements
are standard.

Assume that the statement is valid for Er.
Consider the blowup BlDr≤0

(BlD≤r−1 X)→ BlD≤r−1 X . The center of the blowup
is Dr

i for Di of rank r. Hence statement (1) is standard.
The rest of the exceptional divisors of BlD≤r X → X come from the proper

transforms of Eri for Di of rank m ≤ r − 1. Hence they are

Er+1
i = Bl{Eri ∩Drl :Dl>Di rank(Dl)=r}E

r
i

= Bl{Eri ∩Drl :Dl>Di rank(Dl)=r}(Bl{Dm+1
j ∩Em+1

i :Dj>Di}≤r−1−m
Em+1
i ).

Now observe that

{Dm+1
j ∩ Em+1

i : Dj > Di}r−m≤0 = {Eri ∩Dr
l : Dl > Di, rank(Dl) = r}.

Hence, by Theorem 1.1 (or its proof),

Er+1
i = Bl{Dm+1

j ∩Em+1
i :Dj>Di}≤r−m E

m+1
i .

�
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3. BlDX as a closure

Theorem 3.1. BlDX is the closure of X0 = X \
⋃
iDi in

X ×
∏
i

BlDi X.

Proof. We will prove the following statement by induction.
Xr+1 = BlD≤r X is the closure of X0 in X ×

∏
Di∈D≤r BlDi X .

When r = 0, the statement is clear because X1 is the blowup of X along disjoint
Di ∈ D≤0 and is thus the same as the closure of the graph of the rational map
X →

∏
Di∈D≤0

BlDi X . Assume that the statement for Xr is proved. Xr+1 is the
blowup of Xr along the minimal subvarieties in Dr≤0. This is interpreted as blowing
up the ideal of the sheaf ∏

rankDi=r

I(Dr
i ),

where I(D) is the ideal sheaf for a closed subvariety D. Denote by pr the projection
Xr → X and by (p∗rI(Dj)) the ideal generated by the pull-back p∗rI(Dj). Then by
Corollary 1.6 and Theorem 1.1,

(p∗rI(Di)) = I(Dr
i )

∏
Dj<Di

I(Erj ).

Observe that
∏
Dj<Di

I(Erj ) is an invertible sheaf. Hence∏
rankDi=r

I(Dr
i ) and

∏
rankDi=r

(p∗rI(Dj)

differ by a multiple of an invertible sheaf. Therefore blowing up∏
rankDi=r

I(Dr
i )

is the same as taking the closure of the graph of the rational map Xr →∏
rankDi=r

BlDi X . By the inductive assumption, it is the same as the closure
of X0 in

X ×
∏

Di∈D≤r−1

BlDi(X)×
∏

rank(Di)=r

BlDi X.

This finishes the inductive proof.
The statement of the theorem is the case when r = rank(D). �

4. Intersection ring of BlD

For any inclusion U ↪→ W of a smooth closed subvariety U in a smooth variety
W , JU/W denotes the kernel of

A•(W )→ A•(U).

Assume that U ↪→ W is a Lefschetz embedding, that is, A•(W ) → A•(U) is
surjective. Then A•(U) = A•(W )/JU/W . Define a Chern polynomial PU/W (t)
to be a polynomial

PU/W (t) = td + a1t
d−1 + · · ·+ ad−1t+ ad ∈ A•W [t],

where d is the codimension of U in W and ai ∈ Ai(W ) is a class whose restriction
in AiU is the Chern class ci(NU/W ), where NU/W is the normal bundle of U in W .
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In addition, it is required that ad = [U ] be the class of U , which is a class restricting
to the top Chern class cd(NU/W ).

Lemma 4.1 ([4]). Let {Ui} be disjoint smooth closed subvarieties of a smooth
variety W . Assume that all inclusions Ui ↪→ W are Lefschetz embeddings. Then
the Chow ring A•(Bl{Ui}W ) is isomorphic to

A•(W )[T1, . . . , Tm]/I

where Ti corresponds to the exceptional divisor Ũi for Ui and I is the ideal generated
by

(1) Ti · Tj for i 6= j;
(2) PUi/W (−Ti) for all i;
(3) JUi/W · Ti for all i.

Proof. When m = 1, this is Theorem 1, Appendix of [4]. Assume the statement is
true for m = r. Consider the blowup

Bl{Ui:1≤i≤r+1}W → Bl{Ui:1≤i≤r}W

along the proper transform U rr+1 of Ur+1. Observe that

PUrr+1/Bl{Ui:1≤i≤r}W
= PUr+1/W

and
JUrr+1/Bl{Ui:1≤i≤r}W

= (JUr+1/W , U
r+1
1 , . . . , Ur+1

r )

where U r+1
1 , . . . , Ur+1

r are the exceptional divisors of

Bl{Ui:1≤i≤r+1}W →W

corresponding to U1, . . . , Ur. Hence the case for r + 1 follows from the inductive
assumption and Theorem 1 (i.e., m = 1), Appendix of [4]. �

We identify A•(W ) as a subring of A•(BlW ) by means of the injection p∗ :
A•(W )→ A•(BlW ) where p is the projection BlW →W .

Lemma 4.2 ([1]). Assume that U and V are smooth closed subvarieties of W and
meet cleanly in a smooth closed subvariety Z.

(1) PBlZ U/BlV W (t) = PU/W (t);
(2) PBlZ U/BlZW (t) = PU/W (t−Z̃) where Z̃ is the exceptional divisor in BlZW .

Proof. This is basically Lemma 6.2 of [1] except that U and V meet cleanly instead
of transversally.

(1) follows since NBlZ U/BlV W is the pull-back of NU/W .
(2) follows since NBlZ U/BlV W = p∗(NU/W ) ⊗O(−Z̃)|BlZ U and the verification

used in [1], where p is the restriction to BlZ U of the map BlZW →W . �

Lemma 4.3 ([1]). Assume that U and V are smooth closed subvarieties of W and
meet cleanly in a smooth closed subvariety Z. Assume also that Z ↪→ U, V ↪→ W
are all Lefschetz embeddings. Then all the relevant inclusions below are Lefschetz
embeddings, and

(1) JBlZ U/BlV W = JU/W if Z 6= ∅;
(2) JBlZ U/BlV W = (JU/W , Ṽ ) if Z = ∅, where Ṽ is the exceptional divisor in

BlV W ;
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(3) JBlZ U/BlZ W = (JU/W , [BlZ V ]) if Z 6= ∅. Note that BlZ V is the proper
transform of V .

Proof. (1) and (2) together are Lemma 6.4 of [1].
(3). By Lemma 6.5 of [1], JBlZ U/BlZW = (JU/W , PV/W (−Z̃)). By Lemma 4.2

(2), PV/W (−Z̃) = PBlZ V/BlZW (0) = [BlZ V ]. �
Proof of Theorem 1.8. First, we fix some notation. Let D=r := {Dr,1, . . . , Dr,lr}
be the subset of rank r elements of the arrangement D.

We now prove the corresponding statement for BlD≤r X by using induction on
r.

When r = 0, this follows directly from Lemma 4.1.
Assume that the statement is true for BlD≤r X ; i.e. the Chow ring A•(BlD≤r X)

is isomorphic to the polynomial ring

A•(X)[T1,l1 , . . . , Tr,lr ]/Ir.

Here Tm,j corresponds to the exceptional divisor Em+1
m,j (see Theorem 1.7 (1) for the

description of Em+1
m,j ) for Dm,j ∈ D≤r and Ir is the ideal generated by

(1) Tm,i · Tn,j for incomparable Dm,i and Dn,j where m,n ≤ r;
(2) PDm,i/X(−

∑
Dn,j≤Dm,i Tn,j) for all (m, i) where m ≤ r;

(3) JDm,i/X · Tm,i for all i where m ≤ r.
(Each variable Ti geometrically corresponds to the cycle of the explicit excep-

tional divisor Er+1
i in the blowup stage BlD≤r X → X where r = rank(Di). This

has to be kept in mind in the course of the rest of the proof.)
Consider now the blowup BlDr+1

≤0
(BlD≤r X) → BlD≤r X . By Lemma 4.1,

A•(BlD≤r+1 X) is isomorphic to the polynomial ring

A•(BlD≤r X)[Tr+1,1, . . . , Tr+1,lr+1]/I ′r+1

where Tr+1,i corresponds to the exceptional divisor Er+2
r+1,i for Dr+1,i of rank r + 1

and I ′r+1 is generated by
(1) Tr+1,i · Tr+1,j for i 6= j;
(2) PDr+1

r+1,i/BlD≤r X
(−Tr+1,i) for all i;

(3) JDr+1
r+1,i/BlD≤r X

· Tr+1,i for all i.

For relation (2), we have

PDr+1
r+1,i/BlD≤r X

(−Tr+1,i) = PDr+1,i/X(−
∑

Dm,j≤Dr+1,i

Tm,j).

This is because by using Lemma 4.2 (1) and (2) repeatedly

PDr+1
r+1,i/BlD≤r X

(−Tr+1,i)

= PDrr+1,i/BlD≤r−1 X
(−Tr+1,i −

∑
Dr,j<Dr+1,i

Tr,j)

= . . . = PDr+1,i/X(−
∑

Dm,j≤Dr+1,i

Tm,j).

For (3), we have by Lemma 4.3 (2) and (3) that JDr+1
r+1,i/BlD≤r X

is generated by

JDrr+1,i/BlD≤r−1
X,Tr,j, D

r+1
r+1,l
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where Dr,j and Dr+1,i are incomparable and Dr+1,i ∩ Dr+1,l = Dr,h for some h.
Here Tr,j comes from Lemma 4.3 (2), while the proper transform Dr+1

r+1,l is due to
Lemma 4.3 (3). But by the projection formula, the relation Dr+1

r+1,l · Tr+1,i follows
from relation (1) Tr+1,l · Tr+1,i and is thus redundant. Hence, I ′r+1 is generated by

(1) Tr+1,i · Tm,j for incomparable Dr+1,i and Dm,j, r ≤ m ≤ r + 1;
(2) PDr+1,i/X(−

∑
Dm,j≤Dr+1,i

Tm,j) for all i;
(3) JDrr+1,i/BlD≤r−1 X

· Tr+1,i for all i.

The same argument as above used again shows that JDrr+1,i/BlD≤r−1 X
is gener-

ated by
JDr−1

r+1,i/BlD≤r−2
, Tr−1,j, D

r
r,l

where Dr−1,j and Dr+1,i are incomparable and Dr+1,i ∩ Dr,l = Dr−1,h for some
h. Note that Dr+1,i and Dr,l are necessarily incomparable. Again, the relation
Dr
r,l · Tr+1,i follows from Tr,l · Tr+1,i by the projection formula and is therefore

redundant. This reduces the relations above to
(1) Tr+1,i · Tm,j for incomparable Dr+1,i and Dm,j, r − 1 ≤ m ≤ r + 1;
(2) PDr+1,i/X(−

∑
Dm,j≤Dr+1,i

Tm,j) for all i;
(3) JDr−1

r+1,i/BlD≤r−2 X
· Tr+1,i for all i.

By repeating this procedure, we will eventually achieve that I ′r+1 is generated by
(1) Tr+1,i · Tm,j for incomparable Dr+1,i and Dm,j where m ≤ r + 1;
(2) PDr+1,i/X(−

∑
Dm,j≤Dr+1,i

Tm,j) for all i;
(3) JDr+1,i/X · Tr+1,i for all i.

Combining this with the inductive assumption on the case for r, the case for
r + 1 follows.

The statement of the theorem is the case when r = rank of D. �

The same results, with essentially the same proof, hold for H∗(BlDX).
As pointed out in [1], once an open variety X0 is campactified by adding normal

crossing divisors, there is a standard way to construct a differential graded algebra
(A•, d). A general theorem of Morgan asserts that (A•, d) is a model for the space
X0. Thus (A•, d) determines the rational homotopy type of X0. In particular,
H∗(A•) = H∗(X0). This provides a practical approach to compute, for example,
the cohomology of the complements of arrangements in Cn or Pn.

5. Hodge polynomial of BlDX

For any quasiprojective variety V there is a (virtual Hodge) polynomial e(V ) in
two variables u and v which is uniquely determined by the following properties:

(1) If V is smooth and projective, then e(V ) =
∑
hp,q(−u)p(−u)q.

(2) If U is a closed subvariety of V , then e(V ) = e(V \ U) + e(U).
(3) If V → B is a Zariski locally trivial bundle with fiber F , then e(V ) =

e(B)e(F ).
The virtual Poincaré polynomial P(V ) is defined similarly.

Proof of Theorem 1.9. We use induction on the number of elements in the arrange-
ment of the subvarieties.

When |D| = 1, it is standard. Assume that the formula is true when the number
of elements in the arrangement of the subvariety is less than |D|.
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From the blowup

BlDX = BlDk≤0
(BlD≤k−1 X)→ BlD≤k−1 X

and the descriptions of the proper transforms of Di (i.e., Theorem 1.4), we have

e(BlDX) = e(BlD≤k−1 X) +
∑

rank(Di)=k

e(BlD<Di Di)
(uv)dimX−dimDi − uv

uv − 1
.

By the inductive assumption,

e(BlD≤k−1 X) = e(X) +
∑

Di1 < . . . < Dir+1
Dir+1 := X

e(Di1)
r∏
j=1

(uv)dimDij+1−dimDij − uv
uv − 1

where each Dij is of rank ≤ k − 1, and

e(BlD<Di Di) = e(Di) +
∑

Di1 < . . . < Dir
Dir := Di

e(Di1)
r−1∏
j=1

(uv)dimDij+1−dimDij − uv
uv − 1

.

The formula in Theorem 1.9 then follows from a direct computation from here.
Note that the convention Dir+1 := X in the index of summation is a manipulation
to make the formula uniform and concise.

When uv is substituted by t2, the essentially same proof yields the formula for
Poincaré polynomials. �

Proofs of Corollaries 1.10–1.13. Corollary 1.10 is immediate from Theorem 1.9.
Corollary 1.11 follows from Theorem 1.9 but needs a little manipulation of in-

dexes to absorb the extra term e(Pn) into the summation as indexed by “∅ < X”.
The index “∅ < Hi1” is used the same way for the factor e(Hi1).

Corollary 1.12 follows directly from 1.11. The convention |Sir+1 | := n+ 1 in the
index is for a unified look of the factors in the product. (Note that a recursive for-
mula for the Betti numbers of M0,n was calculated by Keel via a different sequence
of blowups [4].)

Corollary 1.13 is a special case of Theorem 1.9. A similar manipulation of indexes
as for Corollary 1.11 is used. �

6. Space of maps P1 → Pn

From the introduction, Nd(Pn) is the space of equivalence classes of (n + 1)-
tuples (f0, . . . , fn) 6= 0 where the fi are homogeneous polynomials of degree d in
two variables, and

(f0, . . . , fn) ∼ (f ′0, . . . , f
′
n)

if (f ′0, . . . , f
′
n) = c(f0, . . . , fn) for some constant c 6= 0.

Let 1d be the top partition 1 + 1 + . . .+ 1 of d and 0d the bottom (non)partition
d of d. If τ and τ ′ are partitions of d, let τ ∨ τ ′ be the least partition that both
τ and τ ′ proceed. τ(1r) denotes the partition τ + 1r of d + r. ρ(τ) denotes the
number of integers in the partition τ .

Let W (d) be the d-th symmetric product of a variety W . Then we should have
(1) Nd0,τ ∩Nd0,τ ′ = Nd0,τ∨τ ′;
(2) Nd0,τ ∩Nd′0,τ ′ = Nd′0,τ(1d0−d′0

)∨τ ′ if d0 > d′0.
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(1) can be reduced to the configuration of unordered (d−d0) points in P1. There,
the result is clear.

(2) follows from the observation that by factoring d0 − d′0 linear factors from
degree d0 polynomials we obtain

Nd0,τ ∩Nd′0,τ ′ = Nd′0,τ(1d0−d′0
) ∩Nd′0,τ ′ .

Hence it is reduced to (2).
As a poset, one can check the following partial relation: Nd0,τ > Nd′0,τ ′ if one of

the following holds:
(1) d0 = d′0, τ > τ ′;
(2) d0 > d′0, τ(1d0−d′0) ≥ τ ′.

Unfortunately, it can be checked that Nd0,τ may in general have singularities
along lower strata.

The poset N has the smallest element N0,0d . This is a smooth subvariety in
Nd(Pn). The strata of rank 2 have singularities along this subvariety, in general.
However, it is possible that after blowing up N0,0d , the singularities of the strata
of rank 2 get resolved and their proper transforms become separated so that the
blowups along these proper transforms can be carried out. Of course, the proper
transforms of the strata on level 3 may still have singularities along the proper
transforms of the strata of level 2; the hope is that after blowing up the proper
transform of the strata of level 2, they too get resolved and become separated so
that the process can be carried on.

This requires an intensive analysis of singularities of the strata and the effects
of blowups on them. But the problem seems very interesting and of independent
value, and calls for immediate investigation.

If the above turns out to be true, then one can still compute the Hodge numbers.
For a partition τ , let ρ(τ) be the number of integers in the partition. Then the

same method applied earlier would give that the polynomials e(BlN Nd(Pn)) and
P(BlN Nd(Pn)) are given respectively by∑
(di0 , τi0), (d′i0 , τ

′
i0

)< (di1 , τi1) . . .< (dir+1 , τir=1)

di0 := −1, τi0 := τi1
d′i0 := di1 , τ

′
i0

:= ∅
dir+1 := d, τir+1 := ∅

r∏
j=0

(uv)
(n+1)(dij+1−dij )+ρ(τij+1 )−ρ(τij )−uv

uv − 1
,

∑
(di0 , τi0), (d′i0 , τ

′
i0

)< (di1 , τi1) . . .< (dir+1 , τir=1 )

di0 := −1, τi0 := τi1
d′i0 := di1 , τ

′
i0

:= ∅
dir+1 := d, τir+1 := ∅

r∏
j=0

(t2)
(n+1)(dij+1−dij )+ρ(τij+1 )−ρ(τij )−t2

t2 − 1
,

where ρ(∅) := 0.
If X is embedded in Pn such that the closure Nd(X) in Nd(Pn) of the space

N0
d (X) of holomorphic maps of degree d from P1 to X is an orbifold and meets

nicely with the subvarieties Nd0,τ of the above arrangement N , then the blowup
BlN Nd(Pn) might induce a blowup of Nd(X) and a nice projective compactification
BlN (X)Nd(X) of N0

d (X) by adding normal crossing divisors, where N (X) is the
arrangement of the subvarieties that are intersections of Nd(X) and Nd0,τ . We
wonder to what extent this is the case for homogeneous spaces or more generally
convex varieties.
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Replacing the two variables (w0, w1) by multiple variables, a formal extension of
the results to maps Pm → Pn may be possible.

7. Partial desingularization of GIT quotients

In this section, the base field is assumed to be of characteristic 0.
Let a reductive algebraic groupG act algebraically on a smooth projective variety

X . Let L be a linearized ample line bundle over X and let Xs = Xs(L) (Xss =
Xss(L)) be the open subset of (semi)stable points in X . Xss \ Xs may not be
empty.

By replacing L by a large tensor power, we may assume that L is very ample
and hence induces an equivariant embedding X ↪→ Pn.

Let < be the set of conjugacy classes of all connected reductive subgroups of G
and let R be a representative of an arbitrary class in <. Define

ZssR = {[x0, . . . , xn] ∈ X |(x0, . . . , xn) is fixed by R} ∩Xss.

Then GZssR is a closed smooth subvariety in Xss by 5.10 and 5.11 of [5]. Different
ZssR , as connected components of reductive subgroups, meet cleanly. So do the
corresponding GZssR by 5.10 of [5].

Lemma 7.1. Let R be the set {GZssR : R ∈ <}. Then R is an arrangement of
smooth subvarieties of Xss.

Note that the above statement is void when Xss = Xs.

Lemma 7.2. Let W be a smooth algebraic variety acted on by a reductive algebraic
group G. Let W 0 be a G-invariant open subset such that W \W 0 =

⋃
iDi is a

union of smooth G-invariant divisors Di with normal crossings. Assume that L is a
linearization of the G-action such that W ss = W s. Then W s/G \ (W s∩W 0)/G =⋃
i(W

s ∩Di)/G is a union of normal crossing divisors with at worst finite quotient
singularities.3 (Note that some (W s ∩Di)/G may be empty.)

Proof. It suffices to check that {(W s ∩Di)/G}i meet transversally. This is a local
question.

Given a point x ∈W s, by Luna’s étale slice theorem, there is a G-invariant open
neighborhood Wx of the point x in W s and a smooth Gx-invariant subvariety Sx
in Wx containing x such that Wx = G · Sx and the natural map

G×Gx Sx → G · Sx = Wx

is étale. Here Gx is the finite isotropy subgroup of G at x. This induces étale maps

G×Gx (Sx ∩Di)→ G · (Sx ∩Di) = (G · Sx) ∩Di = Wx ∩Di

where Sx ∩ Di is either empty or a divisor in Sx. Now, since the {Di} meet
transversally in Wx, we have that their corresponding {Di∩Sx} meet transversally
in Sx. Hence the quotients {(Sx∩Di)/Gx} by the finite group Gx, as divisors with
at worst finite quotient singularities, meet transversally by definition (see footnote
3). Finally, we can use the natural identification (Wx ∩ Di)/G ∼= (Sx ∩ Di)/Gx
(local analytically) to conclude the proof. �

3 Such divisors are said to meet transversally if up to a finite etalé covering they meet transver-
sally in the usual sense.
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LetD be any arrangement ofG-invariant subvarieties inXss such thatD contains
R as a subarrangement. Let E be the exceptional divisors of p : BlDXss → Xss.
Md = p∗(L⊗d)⊗O(−E) admits a linearization and (BlDXss)ss(Md) is independent
for sufficiently large d. In the following, the stability and quotient are taken with
respect to the linearization Md for a fixed sufficiently large d. By Lemma 6.1 of [5],
(BlRXss)ss = (BlRXss)s. Then by relative GIT (e.g., Theorems 3.11 and 4.4 of
[2]), (BlDXss)ss = (BlDXss)s.

Corollary 7.3. The variety BlDXss has a geometric quotient such that the fol-
lowing diagram is commutative:

(BlDXss)s
q̂−−−−→ (BlDXss)s//G

p

y pG

y
Xss q−−−−→ Xss//G

and the complement of (q̂ ◦ p−1(Xs ∩X0))//G ∼= (Xs ∩X0)//G in (BlDXss)s//G
is a union of normal crossing divisors with at worst finite quotient singularities,
where X0 = Xss \

⋃
D. Moreover,

pG : (BlDXss)s//G→ Xss//G

is a blowup along the induced arrangement of the images of the subvarieties in D.

Proof. This follows from the combination of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 6.9 of
[5]. One needs to observe that each stage of the blowups p : BlDXss → Xss

yields (by applying Lemma 3.11 of [5]) a corresponding stage of blowups pG :
(BlDXss)s//G→ Xss//G and once Di and Dj get separated in a certain stage the
same becomes true for their images in Xss//G. �

Note that the blowup pG is not covered by Theorem 1.1 due to the presence of
singularities. But the blowing up procedure and the reason that it can be carried
out is essentially the same, as indicated in the above proof.

When D = R, we recover Kirwan’s partial desingularization of Xss//G ([5]).
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Added in proof

Works related to the topics of this paper can also be found in:
C. De Concini and C. Procesi, Wonderful models of subspace arrangements, Se-

lecta Math. (N.S.) 1 (1995), no. 3, 459–494.
Eduard Looijenga, Compactifications defined by arrangements I: The ball quo-

tient case, math.AG/0106228.
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